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Modern requirements to competitiveness, especially in the leading industries, set the pri-
ority of the development of enterprises in the energy sector. Projecting the organizational
development of power supplying companies are considered as a complex problem, which
has the various technical and organizational components, the implementation of which
involves non-trivial approaches and increased costs. Therefore, to manage these projects
is advisable to use a proactive approach and develop the specially adapted models and
methods within the proactive management. In order to ensure decision-making on the
managing the power supplying company transformation project, it is necessary to develop
the predictability of the parameters of the project implementation processes. The estima-
tion of the status of the project implementation is carried out according to the value of
the indicator: the amount of project work. In the experimental study, the productivity
and effectiveness of the proactive managing the power supplying company transformation
project in Ukraine are considered to check the the proposed method adequacy. Conse-
quently, the experimental study proves that to solve the proactive managing problem of
the organizational development project based on the proposed method is not to identify
the detected deviations but to determine their magnitude and acceptability in terms of
achieving the goal of the project, allows a minimum upper limit for relative deviations from
all the maximum values of the target functions obtained as a result of the solution, that
is more effective than the known methods. Thus, the proposed method improves develop-
ment of observation of deviations in the field of “chaotic proximity”, their identification
regarding the actual state of the system, and manageability of the project implementation
by developing appropriate actions: stabilization, balancing or maneuvering for achieving
the goal.
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1. Introduction

The main task of any country’s economic growth is to increase its competitiveness and create competi-
tive enterprises, especially in the leading industries. The growth of the domestic economy requires the
priority development of power supply companies in Ukraine through transformation, the level of effi-
ciency of which has a significant impact on all sectors. Implementation of the enterprise development
strategy is based on projects [1].
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But according to [2] changes and transformations in themselves do not necessarily represent a
stumbling block for the researcher. Rather studying crucial projects provides a means for studying the
mechanisms at work in the host organization.

Common processes of Project Management [3] are not suitable for projects of organizational design
and development. Projects of organizational development, for example for power supplying companies
and their environment have features that distinguish them from other types of projects. They are con-
sidered as complex, having the various technical and organizational components, the implementation
of which involves non-trivial approaches and increased costs [4,5]. On a long way towards achieving the
purpose of managing those projects mistakes can lead to unacceptable results. Therefore, to manage
such a project as a complex organizational and technical system, it is advisable to use a proactive
approach that can reduce both planning and operational errors [6], and develop the specially adapted
models and methods within the proactive management [7].

The task of the proactive project management that is solved at the pre-planning stage is the estab-
lishment of a conceptual action plan of the project that will reflect the chosen scenario of transforming
the development strategy from the state of “how is” (S0) to the state “as it should be” (Sn) i.e. into
the projects product. Then at the same time to solve the problem of achieving the goal of the system,
the project product must perform administrative actions so that for the time defined in the project
T in series for n stages (phases), transfer the system from the state S0, x(0) = x0, to the state Sn,
x(T ) = xT , so that expenses are within the budget.

For successful implementation of the project, that is, its implementation in time and within the
approved budget, project planning is necessary but insufficient, it is necessary to continuously monitor
the implementation of planned tasks and, on the basis of this information, to build forecasts at each
stage of the life phase of the project and to take the necessary actions for implementation adjustment.
Consequently, the effectiveness and efficiency of the management of an organizational development
project depends on an adequate determination of the status of the Sk system at the k-th step and the
timeliness of decision-making. Thus, the task of operations management of the project appears in the
phase of its realization. The main purpose of operations management of projects in the phase of its
implementation is to ensure timely performance of planned indicators. Operations project management
is part of the overall project management system, between the elements (systems) of which there are
links and the ability to change the tasks previously set. That is, in case of any violation of the project
implementation, decisions are made on actions aimed at reducing the deviation from the plan taking
into account changes in the environment [8].

The effectiveness of proactive management of project implementation is not to identify the devia-
tions detected, but to determine their magnitude and acceptability in terms of achieving the goal of
project implementation. Monitoring the change of time parameters, along with controlling the change
in cost parameters, enables to predict the negative effects and take a series of measures aimed at
achieving the ultimate goal of the project. There are determined permissible limits of deviations based
on the characteristics of the project itself and the impact of these deviations on the risk of achieving
the ultimate goal of the project [9, 10].

In [11] models of management programs for organizational development are considered in conditions
of uncertainty of vision of projects and dynamics of the environment. In [12], strategic approaches
to proactive planning of the distribution of resources for project work under uncertainty [13] are
offered, and the need to develop a proactive basic chart to minimize weighted instability is emphasized.
However, nobody used proactive project management for the power supplying company’s organizational
development and design.

So, a goal of this paper is to develop a decision-making method for a specially adapted proactive
management project for organizational development in the power supplying company environment.
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2. Proposed method

In the proactive approach to determine the parameters of optimal motion to the goal in our opinion,
it is advisable to make a decision on the basis of some dominant functional based on the analysis
and evaluation of options in the vicinity of its optimum in the area of “chaotic proximity” (critical
parameters) of the indicators of the processes of project execution [14].

Let us assume the project is characterized by a number of indicators J0(x0), J1(x0), J2(x0), . . . ,
JN (x0), and when making decisions, it is necessary to choose the parameters — the vector x — so
as to ensure that the conditions Ji(x) = min, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N . Consider the problem in which the
functional J0 stands for the project cost, which should not exceed the value of its smallest possible
value J0(x0). Denote by x0 the solution of the problem J0(x) = min. If there is a restriction on the
choice of x, then the condition of the form J0(x) < (1 + k)J0(x0), where 0 < k ≪ 1 is imposed.

Determining the minimum value of J0 and a set of parameters — vector x0, which implements this
“selected” project, at the point x0 we calculate other parameters: J1(x0), J2(x0), . . . , JN (x0). If the
“selected” project according to a specific criterion, the cost minus will not satisfy the customer for the
duration of the completion of the project, then such a project option will be inappropriate. However,
when looking for a better option, we cannot depart from the minimum cost J0(x0), because this min
value in this case is a constraint.

We have to take into account this limitation above during the making a decision. For this purpose,
we need to construct a grid of points in the vicinity of point X0 according to the corresponding values
of the functional:

J0(x) = (1 + k)J0(x0), (1)

where numbers ki are known permissible values, for example, 0.1 (10%); or 0.05 . . . 0.2. Then we
calculate the values of the parameters Ji(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , N from the set of network points x for
admissible solutions. After that, in the neighborhood x0, a certain subset of acceptable options is
defined that satisfy all stakeholders of the project for the further analysis, and other options are
excluded from the consideration.

Consequently, optimization of the organizational development project is to seek some of the best
(in a certain sense of value) solution to the predetermined set of admissible control options in a given
domain of permissible management influences that are implemented in such a way that the functional
F (J, v) in this region M ⊂ Ω reaches extreme values provided that the risks do not increase [10]
(x, y, z) ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn; t ⊂ (t0, t

∗), where t0 is the beginning and end of t∗ of the sequence. The
acceptance of the final decision is based on the results of further analysis of options from a pre-selected
subset of critical parameters for compliance with another restriction (the degree of risk) of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Development of decision variants from a pre-selected subset with a risk assessment for failure to achieve
the goal.
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Thus, the basis of solving the problem is the procedure for choosing an alternative path on the set
of permissible trajectories [9], taking into account the limitations (Si), while the leading criterion is
chosen to reduce the risk of failing to achieve the goal.

3. Case study

Let us consider the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed proactive approach, for example, by
managing the project of organizational development through the transformation of the Ukraine’s power
supplying companies.

In order to ensure decision-making on the management of the project of transformation of the power
supplying company, it is necessary to form the vision of the product on the basis of the content of the
project and, on this basis, develop the predictability of the parameters of the project implementation
processes. Estimation of the status of the project implementation is estimated by the value of the
indicator as the amount of project work (ARP).

Projects would often end up being successful if they highlighted the leading resource and increased
attention to analysis and assessment of its impact on the results.

It should be noted that in the management of the system a project is a product of organizational
development; two resources are intellectual and human. In organizational development projects, the
main problem task is the planning of the required human resource, since other types of resources are
easier to provide at the required level.

The main factors of the resources that determine the scope of project work are: X1 is the number
of personnel of the project team; X2 is the average number of days spent by the staff; X3 is total
number of hours spent by the staff; X4 is average salary; X5 is productivity of work of one employee
per hour; X6 is the assets of the project.

Output data of factors for implementing the volume of work Y projects are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Options of project execution.

Option X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 Y (ARP)
1 20 90 8 14400 1500 45000 21645000
2 12 72 7 6048 1170 40000 7116160
3 5 20 8 800 1000 36000 836000

According to the results of calculating the multiple regression (see a Table 1) using the linear
approximation function of the least squares MS Excel are obtained the coefficients of the regression
equation are obtained:

Ym = 3726.9196X4 − 3319.6785X6 + 117362893. (2)

Using the expression (2) we analyzed the variants of predicted values Ym at various values of the
factors to make the decision according to the project management strategy. Parameters of the baseline
vector to achieve the project goal (earned value) are selected in Table 2 like the “Base”. The main
results of changes influence for indicators on the volume of work performed are given in Table 2.

The obtained results enable to construct control maps (Table 3) for making the project decision
taking into account the risk, in this case the budget is value of planned costs (the assets of the
project) X6.

Thus, from the above experimental results, we can see the proposed method of making a decision
in the proactive management of the project of organizational development of power companies with
small values of changes in the basic indicators of the state of achievement of the goal improves:

– Development of observing the deviations in the field of “chaotic proximity”, their identification
regarding the actual state of the system;
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– Optimization of making possible decisions based on the assessment of acceptability degree for the
actual operational state of the given risk;

– Manageability of the project implementation by developing appropriate actions: stabilization, ba-
lancing or maneuver for achieving the goal;

– Synthesis of informational-resource (financial) management space, which provides the greater qua-
lity control.

Table 2. Influence of indicators change on the basic volume of performed works.

Scenario

The main indicators that form the mastered volume
ForecastN, labour Days spent

by the staff
Salary Salary

fundy
Producti-

vity
Planned
volume

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 Y (ARP)
Base 16 3462 1.167 14.31 224 453.4 453.4

decrease X1 13 3462 1.167 14.31 224 453.4 −230.8
increase X1 21 3462 1.167 14.31 224 453.4 1593.9
decrease X2 16 3400 1.167 14.31 224 453.4 417.5
increase X2 16 3510 1.167 14.31 224 453.4 481.2

Table 3. Adoption of final decision on the criterion of reducing the risk of failure to achieve the goal.

Variant Volume executed
works (Table 2)

The volume of
resources X2

Risks Note

More 481.2 3510 Unacceptable It significantly exceeds the budget
Basic 453.4 3462 Acceptable The goal is achievable

Reduced 417.5 3400 Unacceptable It significantly exceeds the budget

Improvement of control quality is achieved at the expense of a predetermined expansion for the
space of states in the vicinity of the optimal value. This approach enables to form the mental space of
decision-making in conflicts in the system based on the concept of interaction of reflection. It takes into
account the trajectory of the resources balance in the formation of decision-making procedures when
changing the behavior of achieving the goal (target) area. The last one is based on the initial state
and risk, restrictions on the rate of resources exchange, the adequacy of reserves and their availability
to compensate for deviations.

Consequently, the solution of the problem of proactive management of the organizational develop-
ment project, based on the proposed method, enables obtaining a minimum upper limit for relative
deviations from all the maximum values of the target functions obtained as the solution result.

4. Conclusions

The decision-making method for determining the parameters of proactive project management by the
achievement of the organizational development goal is suggested. It is based on the analysis and
evaluation options in the vicinity of the “chaotic proximity” (critical parameters) area of the project
implementation processes indicators.

According to the proposed method, the decisions are taken as follows. First determine the dominant
function of the organizational development project, namely the cost of the project. Next, the options
in the range of the dominant functional values are analyzed and evaluated. The final decision is made
by comparing the options in the vicinity of the dominant functional to the degree of achieving the
ultimate goal risk.

Thus, the basis for the decision is the procedure for selecting alternatives on the set of permissible
values in the vicinity of the dominant functional. There are taking into account the limitations of the
budget reserve based on the criterion of the permissible risk for achieving an ultimate goal.
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Метод прийняття рiшень проактивного управлiння проектами
в органiзацiйному розвитку

ДомбровськийМ.1, ДомбровськийЗ.1, СаченкоА.2,3, СаченкоО.1
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Сучаснi вимоги до конкурентоспроможностi, особливо в провiдних галузях промисло-
востi, вимагають прiоритетного розвитку пiдприємств у енергетичному секторi. Про-
екти органiзацiйного розвитку енергопостачальних компанiй — складна проблема з
рiзними технiчними та органiзацiйними компонентами, реалiзацiя яких передбачає
нетривiальнi пiдходи та збiльшення витрат. Тому для управлiння цими проектами
доцiльно використовувати проактивний пiдхiд та розробляти спецiально адаптованi
моделi та методи в межах активного управлiння. Щоб забезпечити прийняття рiшень
щодо управлiння проектом трансформацiї енергопостачальної компанiї, необхiдно ро-
зробити параметри, що забезпечують передбачуванiсть процесу впровадження проек-
ту. Стан реалiзацiї проекту оцiнюється за вартiстю показника — суми проектної робо-
ти. В експериментальному дослiдженнi розглянуто продуктивнiсть та ефективнiсть
проактивного управлiння проектом органiзацiйного розвитку трансформацiї енерго-
постачальних компанiй України для перевiрки адекватностi запропонованого методу.
Отже, експериментальне дослiдження доводить, що вирiшення проблеми проактивно-
го управлiння проектом органiзацiйного розвитку на основi запропонованого методу
полягає не у визначеннi виявлених вiдхилень. Саме визначення їх величини та прий-
нятностi з погляду досягнення мети проекту дає змогу встановити мiнiмальну верх-
ню межу для вiдносних вiдхилень вiд усiх максимальних значень цiльових функцiй,
отриманих у результатi вирiшення, що ефективнiше за вiдомi методи. Отже, запро-
понований спосiб сприяє розвитку спостережень за вiдхиленнями в областi “хаотич-
ної близькостi”, їх iдентифiкацiєю щодо фактичного стану системи та керованiстю
реалiзацiї проекту розробленням вiдповiдних заходiв: стабiлiзацiї, балансування або
маневрування для досягнення мети.

Ключовi слова: проактивне управлiння проектами, органiзацiйний розвиток,

прийняття рiшень, енергопостачальна компанiя, стратегiя, проактивне керуван-

ня.
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